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STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT  

SUNDAY 1st NOVEMBER, 2009 

BUSAN-GYEONGNAM RACECOURSE 

 
Weather: Overcast                                                                                 Track moisture: 5% 

 

                                                                                                                           

STEWARDS: Brett A Wright (Chairman), Shin Yong Sang and Lee Jung Hee 

 

__________________________________________________ 

 

 

Race 1 1000m-CLASS 4 (Foreign-bred) 

 
Capote Rules and Dangdae Jeap bumped on jumping. Baengman Bolt and Raon Hwimori also 

bumped on leaving the gates. Bugyeong Mussang and Saeroun Sinhwa were slow to begin. 

Upon inquiry jockey Jo Chan Hoon(Baengman Bolt) was fined 30,000\ for careless riding in 

that near the 900m he allowed his mount, which racing ungenerously, to shift in, obliging 

Dangdae Jeap, which was laying in slightly, to shift in and crowd Capote Rules, which was 

steadied. Upon inquiry jockey Chae Gyu Jun(Aju Joa) was fined 50,000\ after he 

acknowledged his careless riding, in that near the 800m he allowed his mount to shift in when 

insufficiently clear of Baengman Bolt, which continuing to race ungenerously, resulting in that 

filly being eased and shift out. For some distance after this, Baengman Bolt raced 

ungenerously and lay out, making contact on several occasions with Raon Hwimori; and near 

the 600m shifted out across the heels of Raon Hwimori and was checked. In the middle stages 

Step’s Street lay out and raced wide. Passing the 200m Raon Hwimori lay in. A post race 

veterinary examination of Baengman Bolt did not reveal any obvious abnormality. 

 

 

Race 2 1400m-CLASS 3 (Foreign-bred) 

 
On jumping Chowon shifted in and bumped Hwanggeum Sagwa. Excellent Champ began 

awkwardly. Bonghwasan Jeongi stumbled on leaving the gates. On jumping Outback Dancer 
and Magic One came together. Approaching the 1100m Bonghwasan Jeongi was steadied 

when Outback Dancer momentarily rolled in. After the 1100m Outback Dancer got its head up 

and was steadied when awkward close to the heels of Taepung Jilju and momentarily tight 

inside of Magic One. From near the 900m until on straightening, Killian’s Tiger raced wide. 

From some distance after the 350m Chowon was badly held up for a run between Choego 
Beoltong and Magic One; and near the 200m was shifted out across the heels of Bulymyeol 
Hwasin into clear running. When questioned as to why he elected to shift out on straightening 

away from a clear run in front, Apprentice Hwang Jong Woo(Chowon) explained he was 

instructed to position his mount close to the middle of the track in the home straight and avoid 

inside runs. He said on straightening he directed Chowon out for a run between Choego 
Beoltong and Bulymyeol Hwasin but was unable to secure the run as Bulymyeol Hwasin 

shifted in. He added when he shifted Chowon back in, he was then held up for a run for some 

distance. Apprentice Hwang Jong Woo was warned that whilst he must endeavour to follow 

instructions, he must firstly be aware of horses around him and their positions; and be 

accepting of more advantageous runs when they are presented.  
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Apprentice Hwang Jong Woo(Chowon) was warned for excessive use of the whip on the colt 

from near the 150m. A post race veterinary examination of Excellent Champ, Killian’s Tiger, 
Bonghwasan Jeongi and Magic One did id not reveal any obvious abnormality. A sample was 

directed to be taken from Magic One.  
 

 

Race 3 1000m-CLASS 5 (Domestic-bred) 

 
Muhan Daero was slow into stride. Approaching the 700m Muhan Daero was slightly 

crowded between Sagitong and Just Run, which lay out. Jockey Kim Yong Geun(Top Lady) 

was fined 50,000\ for excessive use of the whip on the filly from passing the 200m. Trainer 

Yang Kui Sun will be advised that as Brown Angel’s race time(1:09.2) was outside the 

accepted time limit for 1000m events, the filly must race trial to the satisfaction of the 

Stewards before being permitted to start again. A post race veterinary examination of 

Bugyeong Beongae, Saeroun Gonju and Brown Angel did not reveal any obvious abnormality. 

 

 

Race 4 1200m-CLASS 4 (Domestic-bred) 

 

Winner Step was slow to begin. On jumping Hwanggeum Changgo and Bulpae Jeonseol 
bumped. At about the 800m Angel Gala was hampered and carried out, when Rain Beach(Han 

Sang Kyu), shifted out when awkward close to the heels of Guktoui Byeol. Jockey Han Sang 

Kyu was told to exercise more care. A post race veterinary examination of Ariddaun did not 

reveal any obvious abnormality.  

 

 

Race 5 2000m-BUSAN MAYOR’S CUP-CLASS 1 (Foreign-bred)  GROUP3 

 

On jumping, Yeongung Manse was bumped by Tiffanyuikkum, which began awkwardly and 

shifted in. Angle Sam was slow into stride. Angle Sam raced wide from the 1000m. Upon 

inquiry jockey Shin Dae Jun(Tiffanyuikkum) acknowledged his careless riding in that after the 

900m he permitted his mount to shift in when insufficiently clear of Luna, which clipped that 

heels of Tiffanyuikkum and blundered. Jockey Shin Dae Jun’s licence to ride in races was 

suspended for 2 race meetings commencing Saturday 7th November and expiring on Saturday 

14th November 2009, on which day he may ride. Park Geum Man(Yeonseung Daero) explained 

that as his mount began well from the outside gate and with a light weight, he allowed 

Yeonseung Daero to stride in an endeavour to take up a forward position. He said when 

Gamadongja did not show sufficient speed to lead, he elected to let his mount stride to the 

front. A post race veterinary examination of Yeongung Manse, Gamadongja and Vicar Love 
did not reveal any obvious abnormality.  

 

 

Race 6 1600m-CLASS 2 (Domestic-bred) 

 

The start of this race was rescheduled to commence at 5.10pm. Both Lengthen Nose, which 

stood in the gates, losing considerable ground and Black Scorpion, which proved difficult to 

load, will be required to perform to the satisfaction of the Starter in an official stall test before 

being permitted to start again. Molto Presto began awkwardly with its head up and lost ground.  
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Jo Chan Hoon(Leading Velocity) was warned for shifting in for a short distance after 1500m 

when not clear of Gilsan Yeongung, which was laying out, carrying that horse onto the rail and 

eventually being steadied. In the early stages Boulogne raced keenly. Near the 1200m Molto 
Presto got its head up and shifted out. A post race veterinary examination of Capatin Kim, 

Taeyangui Adeul and Lengthen Nose did not reveal any obvious abnormality. A sample was 

directed to be taken from Captain Kim.  

  

 

 

 

GENERAL: In addition to those horses reported sent for sampling, routine urine samples were 

ordered to be taken from the first three placed horses in each race. 

 

 

 

RIDING CHANGES: 

 

Race 4-7 Wild Glory- Kim Eu Soo replaced Lim Sung Sil (sick) 

Race 5-13 Areumdaun Jilju- M Hitomi replaced Lim Sung Sil 

 

 

 
SUMMARY OF ACTION TAKEN 

SUSPENSIONS Race 5 – Shin Dae Jun 

REPRIMANDS Nil 

FINES 
Race 1 – Jo Chan Hoon 
Race 1 – Chae Gyu Jun 
Race 3 – Kim Yong Guen 

WARNINGS Race 2 – Hwang Jong Woo (twice) 
Race 6 – Jo Chan Hoon 

RACE TRIALS Race 3 – Brown Angel 

STALL TESTS 
Race 6 – Lengthen Nose 
Race 6 – Black Scorpion 

BLEEDERS Nil 

DISQUALIFICATIONS Nil 

FALLS Nil 

FOLLOW UP Nil 

 

 


